
Option 2  Parenting Styles Activity

GROUP PARENTING
(Cut the page on the dotted lines and give each group one section.)
..................................................................................................................................................

AUTHORITARIAN: For each of the following situations, you must decide how
you, as parents, will handle it. Write your answers on a sheet of paper so you
can report them to the class.
    1. It is bedtime and the children do not want to go to bed.
    2. Your child broke a favorite toy.
    3. Your child's room is a mess.
    4. It is time for your child to come home, but he/she is in the middle of a
         project and wants to finish it first.
    5. Your son came in later than he was supposed to with a worried look on
         his face.
    6. Your daughter came home from the store with a candy bar that was
        not hers.
..................................................................................................................................................

PERMISSIVE: For each of the following situations, you must decide how you, as
parents, will handle it. Write your answers on a sheet of paper so you can report
them to the class.
    1. It is bedtime and the children do not want to go to bed.
    2. Your child broke a favorite toy.
    3. Your child's room is a mess.
    4. It is time for your child to come home, but he/shels-in the middle of a
        project and wants to finish it first.
    5. Your son came in later than he was supposed to with a worried look on
         his face. ,.
    6. Your daughter came home from the store with a candy bar that was
         not hers.
...................................................................................................................................................

DEMOCRATIC: For each of the following situations, you must decide how you,
as parents, will handle it. Write your answers on a sheet of paper so you can
report them to the class.
    1. It is bedtime and the children do not want to go to bed.
    2. Your child broke a favorite toy.
    3. Your child's room is a mess.
    4. It is time for your child to come home, but he/she is in the middle of a
        project and wants to finish it first.
    5. Your son came in later than he was supposed to with a worried look on
         his face.
    6. Your daughter came home from the store with a candy bar that was
         not hers.


